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“I won’t accept any mission to kill targets of rank Elder or higher from the four great sects. I won’t 

accept any mission to kill my fellow disciples. I won’t accept any mission to kill children under the age of 

ten!” Gold Face said. 

 

Yun Chujiu immediately said happily, “Really? There’s such a rule? Killers with a conscience! Well, I’m 

only nine years and two months old this year. I’m not even ten years old yet! Please let me go!” 

 

Everyone… 

 

Did they think they were all idiots?! 

 

Before they wanted to kill, they had naturally looked into Yun Chujiu’s background. Who did she think 

she was lying to?! 

 

“I’m not even ten years old yet. You all know that I was adopted, so there’s bound to be a difference in 

age! Sigh, children don’t have as bad lives as their parents! Little cabbages, yellows in the fields, three or 

two years old, no mother…” Yun Chujiu started singing as she spoke, and her voice was full of emotion! 

 

These killers were all orphans, and after hearing Yun Chujiu sing, they all felt a little uncomfortable. 

 

Gold Face saw that everyone’s emotions were rattled, and he could not help but shout angrily, “Stop 

singing! Even if you were adopted, your actual age would only be older than your current age, how 

could you be younger?! Don’t waste your effort, we have to hand you over to our employer!” 

 

“Alright, actually, you guys don’t know that I am an elder of the Linghua faction, so you guys can cancel 

this mission!” Yun Chujiu was filled with regret. Why didn’t she ask for an elder position back then?! 

 

Gold Face sneered, obviously thinking that Yun Chujiu was bluffing. 



 

Yun Chujiu touched her nose. “How about this, I will join your League of Assassins! I am such a smart 

and cute person, you guys won’t reject me, right?!” 

 

The corner of Gold Face’s eyes twitched violently. “Cut the crap, tell us what you know!” 

 

“Then let’s talk about the price. If the price is right, I’ll tell you!” Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

“Humph! If you don’t want to suffer, just tell us honestly. Otherwise, we’ll force it out of you!” Gold Face 

couldn’t help but despise her in his heart. This little girl was still too naive. Why would they buy her 

information with Spirit Stones? Dream on! 

 

 

“Alright, who asked you to be the butcher and me the fish? You can at least untie me. I am only a fourth-

level spirit enhancement trash, and I even swallowed the poison. You guys aren’t afraid that I will run 

away, right?!” 

 

Gold Face felt that what Yun Chujiu said made sense. He wasn’t afraid that she would play any tricks, so 

he got someone to untie Yun Chujiu’s bindings. 

 

Yun Chujiu moved her limbs and asked with a smile, “Gold Face, what conditions can your killing alliance 

meet to cancel the contract?” 

 

“The employer voluntarily cancels the contract, our leader orders us to cancel the contract or when we 

have already delivered the target to the employer.” Gold Face sneered. This little girl overestimated 

herself. Did she think that they would cancel the contract?! 

 

“Oh! Then what if, I say what if, you handed us over to the employer, and then I escaped from him. 

Would you still accept a new contract to kill me?” 

 



“No! Our League of Assassins do not accept the same mission twice!” Gold Face pursed his lips. Where 

did this little girl get her confidence from? Since money was already spent to kill you, how could we let 

you escape?! 

 

“Oh! Then do you accept bodyguard missions? For example, I pay you to protect the Yun family. Do you 

accept such missions?” 

 

Gold Face frowned, “We only accept missions to kill people, we never accept missions to protect 

people!” 

 


